anatomy of a page
The paragraph heads
are given a relaxed
hand-written font, and
their black colour ties
in visually with ‘Life’s
simple pleasures’,
pulling the eye down
the page. The
descender of the ‘g’ in
‘go’ and ‘something’
hangs over the top of
the blue text, but we
can make out enough
of the word underneath
to make sense of it.

Title colour, top left, picks
up blue from illustration and
photo bottom right and is
used again for the text in the
paragraphs.

A ‘weathered’ paper, with
curved edges and crumpled
corners adds texture to the
background but is nicely
unobtrusive.

Words separated
by little dots give a
flavour of the
content, and the
two fine dotted lines
above and below
contain them. This
line is repeated at the
foot of the page.

Photo is smaller than
the others, but is
given a frame to make
it ‘heavier’. Another
one set at an angle
beneath helps make
it longer, to balance
the others and add a
touch of informality.
The first two words in
each paragraph are
slightly larger, in bold
and in black, acting
as a bridge to lead the
eye from the paragraph
head into the blue text.
The blue text itself links
the other blues and
recedes a little visually,
so as not to compete
with the photos.

Font in uppercase
(capitals) is visually
regular, with no
ascenders and
descenders, and
contrasts nicely with
the arty feel of the
lowercase ‘discover’.

Illustration contasts
with photos on the
page. but is of a
similar size.
Blue of the boat is
chunky in size and is
balanced by the blue
of the title, top left.
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The line of text at
the foot echoes the
one across the top.
It does not need a
dotted line below it,
because the lower
edge of the beige
paper provides this
visually already.
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